Learning pathology: why? how? when?

The publication of Tomorrow’s doctors has led to major undergraduate curricular reorganisation in most UK medical schools. There has been much discussion about how much pathology we should be teaching, what methods we should be using, and where it should fit into the curriculum. With the forthcoming 1998 Higher Education Funding Council for England teaching quality assessment, we will be required to reflect on the ways in which we teach our undergraduates and to evaluate and justify our teaching methods.

Why?

"Why?" is probably the easiest question to answer. The cellular and molecular processes encompassed in basic pathology provide the basis for the understanding of clinical medicine. Pathology is a major informing discipline that links clinical medicine and basic science; therefore, it will always be a core subject in the curriculum. Clinical pathology education, in the context of medical technology, haematology, immunology, haematology, and chemistry, underpin the practice of clinical medicine. Pathology is a popular subject with students because by its very nature it has an immediate relevance to the business of studying medicine.

How?

Pathology can be taught in a variety of ways: lectures, demonstrations, practical classes, seminars, and discussion groups. In addition, there are an increasing number of computer based programs of instruction available. Whichever teaching methods are employed, there are some basic principles that should be adhered to. Students learn best when they are interested, can see the relevance of what they are learning, and are intrinsically motivated. They need feedback on how they are doing and often need guidance about the level they are expected to reach. As teachers we need to be enthusiastic and well organised. Introducing elements of discussion and interaction, especially through the use of clinical examples or problem solving practicals, will maintain interest and arousal. The use of visual aids, computer based programs, knowledge checking, and summarising will enhance student learning and understanding. Ritual humiliation, although memorable, does not enhance student learning.

Pathology is a subject with a vast and ever expanding knowledge base. It is more important than ever that the pathology learnt in the undergraduate curriculum is basic and relevant, emphasising the understanding of mechanisms and principles rather than detailed facts. As students continue their medical education into postgraduate trainee years, more detailed systemic pathology will become more relevant and more appropriately learnt at that time.

In education theory, the acquisition of new knowledge depends on activation of prior knowledge and its reorganisation and elaboration, allowing it to be applied to different situations. How often do our clinical colleagues tell us that students do not know any pathology when they are quizzed on the wards? We can help our students to retrieve information when they need it by using clinical examples or a problem based approach. Problem based learning produces deep levels of learning and understanding and an ability to apply basic knowledge in the clinical setting. Assessments have a powerful effect on the way students learn, therefore, pathology assessments should test understanding and problem solving abilities rather than factual recall.

When?

The traditional undergraduate medical curriculum, based on two years of basic science followed by three years of clinical apprenticeship, was characterised, among other things, by factual overload and an examination system that encouraged rote learning. Educational research has shown that this arrangement of theory before practice, abstract knowledge before concrete experience, actually hinders the ability of students to apply their basic science knowledge effectively in the clinical and diagnostic setting. This curriculum design also leads to undesirable shallow learning approaches where students go for factual recall rather than critical analysis or synthesis of knowledge, in complete opposition to the objectives set out in Tomorrow’s doctors.

Many medical schools are currently adopting an integrated or problem based approach within which pathology is a core subject. The advantages of an integrated, problem based approach are that it allows students to study a subject and see the links with other subjects. For example, in a systems based course, students can develop a better understanding of cardiac disease if they learn physiology, anatomy, pharmacology, and pathology concurrently and see how they relate to each other. Problem based learning shows students the clinical relevance of their basic pathology at the time when they are learning it. Pathology can be taught in this way from day 1 of the undergraduate curriculum.

We have the opportunity in teaching pathology to fulfill the educational objectives set out by the General Medical Council and others, and to help medical students bridge the gap between basic science and clinical medicine. An interactive, problem based style of teaching within an integrated curriculum can be justified on educational grounds and is probably the best way to teach pathology. Multimedia and computer based teaching programs will play their part in the future.
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